ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS
Reduce costs and increase provider satisfaction with paperless
on-demand solutions
In today’s digital world, technological advancements have enhanced nearly every aspect of our lives, including
healthcare service delivery. Though innovative technologies are being used to bring healthcare services into the
future, benefit administration still heavily relies on manual, paper-based transactions and communications, resulting
in slow, labor-intensive processes. To increase benefit cost savings and improve provider experience, now is the time
to bring benefit administration to the digital age.
Welcome to a new era in payer-provider relationships. By eliminating the time and money spent managing
With SKYGEN USA’s On-Demand Solutions, both and responding to paper forms or sitting on endless
payers and providers can save a significant amount phone calls, payers can reduce the resources required to
of time and money on administrative tasks. Our On- maintain provider satisfaction, and providers can submit
Demand Solutions help payers engage high-quality claims quickly and obtain answers and information
providers in their networks, and help providers complete faster, allowing them to focus on delivering excellent
administrative tasks in minutes rather than hours, days, member service.
or weeks.
SKYGEN USA’S ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS BENEFIT PAYERS AND PROVIDERS
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BENEFITS

PROVIDER
BENEFITS
MUTUAL
BENEFITS

Lower
benefit costs
by switching from
manual processes
to completely
electronic provider
relationships

Less manual
work
Fewer calls
Streamlined
contracts

SKYGENUSA.com

Better experience
and satisfaction
through on-demand
online access to
member verification,
credentialing, and
claim information

WHY SKYGEN USA

CONTRACTING &
CREDENTIALING

ELIGIBILITY

DIRECTORY
VERIFICATION

CLINICAL GUIDELINES,
AUTHORIZATION &
DOCUMENTATION

CLAIMS

PROVIDER
EXPERIENCE

Guided, step-bystep contracting
and credentialing
process

Verify multiple
members’ eligibility
at the same time

Self-report
information to ensure
accurate directory
entries

Step through guidelines to
determine service coverage
and submit authorization
and documentation

Submit claims and
receive statements

PAYER
EXPERIENCE

ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS ENABLE AN ELECTRONIC AND PAPERLESS PROVIDER RELATIONSHIP

Access electronic
downloads of
available provider
records

Verify multiple
members’ eligibility
at the same time

Automate provider
self-verification
to ensure accurate
directory information

Step through guidelines
to authorize service
coverage and request
documentation

Receive claims and
send statements

ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS PROVEN TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND DRIVE PROVIDER SATISFACTION

MANUAL PROCESS

ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS

30-45 minutes
per day calling in eligibility

3-4 minutes
ELIGIBILITY

1 day

2-3 weeks
to receive authorization
determination

AUTHORIZATIONS

CLAIMS

paper claims per provider each
month on average

5-10 minutes

4-6 weeks
to receive provider data with
many outreach attempts

to receive online authorization
determination

1,600 fewer

High %
claims submitted by mail or fax

per day verifying eligibility online

CREDENTIALING

to retrieve on-demand provider
information

To learn more about how SKYGEN USA’s On-Demand Solutions
can reduce benefits costs while improving provider satisfaction, visit:
skygenusa.com/learnmore to start a conversation with us or schedule a demo.

ABOUT SKYGEN USA
SKYGEN USA is dedicated to transforming the delivery of health benefits with innovative, technology-enabled solutions
that drive down the cost of care while promoting better outcomes for all Americans. By developing and employing worldclass software solutions, the organization provides unprecedented levels of automation and cost savings, creating the most
efficient health plans in the country.
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